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ICEBREAKER:  What is a chore you hated doing or tried to avoid doing as a child?

LARGE GROUP QUESTIONS:
In this parable, Jesus likens the Kingdom of God to a farmer sowing seeds on four different types of soils.  

The seed is the Gospel and the soils are four different types of human hearts. Last week, we examined the first
two types of hearts—the hardened heart which does not receive the Word of God and the shallow heart, 
which lacks depth of commitment to the Word of God.

In verse 7, Jesus describes the third type of human heart as soil planted with good seed but also 
accompanied with thorns and weeds. The attention required for the  growth of crops and flowers differ 
greatly from thorns and weeds.
1.       Describe   some of the   differences   between   how   crops and flowers   grow   versus thorns and weeds?  

(Read verse 7) When crop and flower seeds are planted among thorns and weeds, all compete for the 
same limited resources of soil, nutrients in the soil, moisture in the soil, and sunlight. Jesus says in verse 7 the 
weeds and thorns will grow up and choke the plants. The competition for limited resources results in one 
winner only—either the thorn or the grain. The thorn and the grain cannot occupy the same space.

Jesus explains this same thing happens in our lives. The habits and interests we have in this world directly 
compete with our spiritual life for the limited amount of time, finances, talents, and energy we have. The 
result will be one winner only. Both cannot occupy the same space in our hearts.
2.       As you examine your relationship with the Lord, what   habits     or   interests     compete   for   the space God   

should   have   in your life?  

(Read verses 18-19)  Jesus summarizes all the worldly forces set against our spiritual life as “the worries of
this life, the deceitfulness of wealth and the desires for other things.” Jesus lumps all these three areas into 
one category—the thorn category.  
3.       Today, which of these three, the   worries   of this life, the deceitfulness of   wealth  , or the   desires   for other   

things, would be the greatest   thorn   to your   spiritual growth  ?  

(Read verse 20) If the first heart is the hardened heart, the second a shallow heart, the third a crowded 
heart, then the fourth type of heart Jesus revealed is the “good soil”. Such hearts “hear the word, accept it, 
and produce a crop—thirty, sixty or even a hundred times what was sown.”  Interestingly, Jesus describes 
many ways His Gospel fails to be properly received, but only one way it succeeds.  
4.       What   would be   one positive, holy habit   you   have sensed you need   to adopt, continue working on, or   
master to be   spiritually     fruitful  , thirty, sixty or even a hundred-fold?  
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PRAYER GROUP TIME
(Make a list of people whom those in your group plan to share Christ with this week.)
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